
 

A free pattern from The Electric Quilt Company!
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This little apple bookmark is a quick and easy gift. It slides over the 
corner of a page to keep your place for that light summer reading! Pull 
out your scrap bin and whip up one (or two or three!) for your favorite 
teacher.

1 Print the pattern from page 2 of this PDF. Make sure Page Scaling is  
 set to None. You can print on regular printer paper, or use EQ  
 Printables Quilter’s Newsprint for even easier foundation piecing!

2 Cut out the pattern pieces on the dotted seam allowance lines.

3 Use the A unit as a template for cutting out one back piece and two  
 lining pieces.

4 Use the E unit to cut a patch from the apple background fabric.

5 Foundation piece the B, C, and D units. Add patches according to the  
 numbers printed on the pattern, stitch on the lines between the  
 patches. Trim the seam allowance and press after each new patch is  
 added. See our website for more info on basic foundation piecing.

6 Stitch the units together to complete the apple triangle block.

7 Pin the apple triangle block and the back piece right sides together  
 and stitch along the two sides.

8 Pin the two lining pieces right sides together and stitch along the  
 two sides.

9 Trim the seam allowances to 1/8” and clip the corners on both the  
 apple+back and the lining pieces.

10 Keep the apple+back piece wrong side out and turn the lining piece  
 right side out. Tuck the lining into the apple+back.

11 Pin the two pieces together and stitch around the base of the  
 triangles. Leave a 2” opening for turning.

12 Turn the piece right side out and hand stitch the opening close.

13 Press to help flatten the bookmark and it’s ready for gifting!
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Apple Bookmark

Pattern for  "Apple Bookmark"  as 3.000 by 3.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!


